
Rideau Park School 2024-2025
Supply List for Grade 3/4E

24 HB sharpened pencils with erasers (Staedtler brand recommended). Please avoid
mechanical pencils as they break easily.
4 white erasers (Staedtler brand is recommended)
1 pencil sharpener with a lid (Staedtler brand is recommended)
1 red pen
1 box of 24 pencil crayons (Laurentian or Crayola - sharpened)
1 box of 12 Crayola washable markers
2 fabric zippered pencil cases (plastic pencil cases get dropped and break easily)
1 pair of scissors (sharp, labeled with name and small enough to fit in their pencil case)
1 30cm clear ruler (with metric and imperial markings)
4 large glue sticks (solid twist up type)
8 fine tipped dry erase markers - for student use (black is preferred)
2 Sharpies (one fine tip marker and one ultra-fine tip pen)
2 coloured highlighters
5 solid colour 3 prong duotangs (1 green, 1 blue, 1 red, 1, yellow, 1 black)
2 red hilroy fully lined scribbler with margins - 72 pages
1 pair of wired headphones (in a Ziploc bag, labeled with child’s name - no bluetooth or
earbuds)
1 additional large Ziploc bag labeled to hold extra supplies throughout the year
2-3 large boxes of Kleenex
1 pair of indoor runners (non-scuffing soles only please)
1 sturdy water bottle
1 mouse with a wire (not wireless please, USB pieces often go missing) *this is optional but
very helpful for students

*** PLEASE LABEL ALL ITEMS ***

** Putting sticker labels on all items prevents students from losing them when they fall on the floor. **
Please bring ALL SUPPLIES on the first day of school. The extras will be stored in the classroom where students
can access them if needed. Please be aware that supplies may have to be replenished as the year progresses.

Thank you!

Thank you to Friends of Rideau Park Society for providing funding for a copy of the school Daily Agenda to every
Rideau Park student at NO COST.

https://www.walmart.ca/en/ip/crayola-ultra-clean-broad-line-washable-markers-multi/6000194809960
https://www.walmart.ca/en/ip/hilroy-recycled-exercise-books-72-pages-8mm-wmargin-9-18-x-7-18-72-page-white/6000001845872

